Overpopulation: Is Answer in Space Migration?
the last in
Editor’s note: This is
articles by Lester On and
arras of tole overpopulation.
Herb Fraser on

stith people %%Rhin the
nest centurt. Mont beliete We s% ill
reach saturation within ISO tears.

the highest order,
The irony Is of
magnitude and the
the greatest
consequences.
not serious
Whiteman continues to improte
of Ii’. inc and to inite. standard
he is bringing
,te:ese hi, life span,
many scientists
upon himself what
problem of our
..at is the greatest
ti115e--OVell101111111ti0n.
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century, :mil Is exbled in the last
Its present 011111 pected to double
within the nest 40 years. It Is
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Here isre the alternatives:
Some people believe that just ises
IleW continents have been diarovered to all
slate Europe’s population 01,erflow in the past. so
will spar, travel permit us to pop,1111te other planets In the future.
Some WOW’. view Missiles orbiting of the earthand America’s
plans to it., Ilkewitie tomorrowas
real indication that space will be
conquered in time to ship the
earth’s population surplus to other
planets.
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Trustees OK
Regulations

new personnel regulations,
not effective until July 1, also establishes the fact that tenure and
promotion decisions will be made
on the respective campuses. Appeals may be made to the office
of the chancellor, which also has
responsibility for overall program
review.
The new regulatioas also include
a liberalization of the opportunity
for faculty to take sabbatical leave.
In the past, only five per cent of
those eligible in any one year were
permitted to take sabbatical leave.
Now. depending on the availability
of funds, five per rent of the total
faculty at each campus becomes
the numeric limitation as to the
number of individuals with suitable
length of experience who may be
(Continued on Page 6)

Final Examination Schedule
CLASSES

11311-. 411 EX.VXIs
’,thy

Lasaa%
30

7:30-9:50 a.m.
10-1220 p.m.
1-3:10 p.m.
3:30-5:30 P.M.
7-9:20 p.m.

9:30 Group II classes
9:30 Group I classes
all English A and IA classes
4:30 Group II classes
7 p.m. Thursday classes

7:30-9:30 ti -Ill 151-12:20 p.m.
1-3:20 p.m.
3:30-5:30 p.nt.

10:30
10:30
11:30
12:30

7:30-9:50 a.m.
l012 :9th von.
1-3:20 p.m.
3:341,7:50 p.m.
7-9:20 p.m. .

11:30 Group It Manses
11:30 Group I classes
3:30 Group I Masses
3:30 Group II classes
7 p.m. Monday classes

7:30-9:50 a.m.
10-12:20 p.m.
1-3:20 p.m.
3:30-5:50 p.m.
7-9:20 p.m.

There is n., doubt that num can
greatIt Increase the IOW supplt
here Olt earth by cultisating more
land and by increasing the yield
per acre. But this requires educaHon and capital, skill and management, which are not non widely available in the overpopulated
....marks and may not he for generationstechnical assistance programs notwithstanding. II u in tin
factors, such as apathy, greed,
strife, superstition and blind ad-

Group
Group
Group
Group

I
II
II
I

(lasses
classes
classes
classes

7:30 a.m. Group I ,’lasses
7:30 a.m. Group II classes
2:30 Group If elteeleff
2:30 Groom I elasses
7 p.m. Tuesday classes
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Chancellor Buell Gallagher
Gives Progress Report
partial tent of
Editor’s note: Ths following is
"sis-month report" given by Dr. Buell G. Gallagher
to the state college booed of hotfoot at a meeting
Friday at California State Polytechnic college at
San Luis Obispo.
"As I enter the second six months of the
chancellorship, It amwars useful to make a
brief progress
cating

as

I do

information

report
SO

in

this matter, indi-

that Irons time to time, as

becomes

available,

further

re-

ports to the trustees still be made.
fli "My first conclusion is one which is ob-

picion and hatred but also we are interested
in meeting the actual needs of each college in
its own community as it works to strengthen
the spiritual sinews of a free people and to
broaden the understanding and make deeper
the commitment of students and professors
and

their

surrounding

communities to

the

meaning and methods of a free society.
"Those methods and procedures which have
proved themselves in the esperience of a particular campusand they have proved them-

vious to anyone who is familiar with the Cali-

selves, as my first conclusion reportsshould

fornia state colleges. It is this: six months of

be encouraged. No single pattern of activity.

study and observation have led to the clear

no one set of rules or guiding principles, ail!

conclusion that subversion efforts within the

*este this purpose nearly as well as the proc-

campuses of the state colleges are almost nonexistent, and in the rare instances over the
years in which such efforts may have been

esses already in effect.
"From these

two conclu.sions as to fact,

recommendations to this latard follow easily:
a. "The trustees of the California state col-

attempted, the colleges themselves have successfully and effectively defeated these ef-

leges should encourage each president with his

forts.

faculty and students in the continuance of

"This was the story before the trustees of
the state colleges were created as a corporate

and belief in the democratic institutions of

governing body. It continues to be the story.
The presidents and faculties merit not only the
confidence but also the approval of this board

their effective promotion of understanding of
this republic:
h. "The

trustees should

encourage each

president with his faculty and students in the

and of the people of California for effective
opposition to totalitarianism in all its forms,

continuance of those policies and practices

and for effective support to the American heri-

experience and found to be effective in con-

tage of democratic freedoms.

fronting and defeating tillbeel SiVe efforts from

"My second conelusion is this: there are
many different ways to fight communism and

any sourer:

to promote freedom and democracy. As the
programs and practices of the Communists

responsible for the faithful discharge of their

are devious, varying from time to time and
place to place, so also our methods of con-

their confidence in each college and their warm

fronting the attack must be varied. In our
colleges, not only are we interested in defeat-

ing situations, serve a common purpose.

ing communism and other forms of activity
which attempt to subvert or which would

make this progress report today, and I trust
other reports from time to time will also be

weaken America through fear, dissension, sus-

substantially affirmative."

Daily Poll
Results of the ’Spartan Daily
Poll’ held yesterday Indicated a
strong preference in faa or of allowing Communists to speak on
state eollege campuses. at least
on the part of those who cast
ballots.
Of 245 ballots returned, 163
Indicated "yes" votes and 73 indicated "no." Seven ballots were
disqualified due to duplication.

xvhieh, at that institution, have been tested by

OtOotitello,

But all es idence indieates that
the lust that man can do to Increase food production is not going to be enough.
Dr. A. latgene Staley of the
Stanford Retwarch instittliV
%All: "Despite all the taunted technological and Peon lllll le progress .11
modern times, there are probably
pot erty-strieken people in the
world today than there %%ere 30
years ago . . ."
It is a fact that %%ell over half
the people now on earth are
lerled and more than half of the 100
it’ontinued on Page 91

NITThr.

Fall Graduate Names
To Be Listed in June

mon’ 11,

servation have led to the clear
conclusion that subversive efforts
’within the campuses of the state
colleges are almost non-existent,"
Chancellor Buell G. Gallagher
told the state college Board of
Trustees last week.

cam; \me-re:et:I clett,,,r,.
puses.
"Meanwhile, it is the task of the
chancellor and trustees to get on
with the Job of building the California sate

SJS’ Policy
On Speakers:
’Contribution’

Dr. Gallagher attributed the
scarcity of campus subversive activity to "processes already in effect" on the individual campuses
which have enabled the colleges to
"successfully and effectively" defeat the efforts in the "rare instances" in which they have occurred in the past.
"I became chancellor of the
i’alifornia
state
colleges,"
he
said, "not to preside over subversion but to build and defend
Xtnerica.
As one who has battled Communists both at home and abroad
for a good many years, I have
some knowledge of what it takes
to win the battle," Dr. Gallagher
stated.
"We will meet and defeat communism wherever it operates,"
he said. "We will do it openly and
without fear or apology. We will
give to subversion no protection.
to conspiracy no sanctuary, to
secret and hidden operations no
cover.
"We will continue to fight with
the methods of freedom, steadfastly refusing to sacrifice our
liberties to biftos, tyrants, or
cowards, defending the citadel of
the free mind against attack from
without and against betrayal from
within.
"Freedom, which takes c.entiiries to win, can be lost in a day."
he said. "The price of liberty is
that
eternal vigilance. Paying
price, we can defeat communis-m
in any battle.
"I propose. in due time, to report to this board and the public
.n the iearliinc and practice of

.
by campus
groups will not be barred from
campus because of political .,r
economic beliefs, but only if their
appearances will not offer anything to the campus intellectual
environment.
Referring to "processes already
in effect" at SJS. Pres. John T.
Wahlquist stated yesterday that
"if a sponsor feels that a given
speaker scull contribute" to th
campus environment then he will
be allowed to speak.
F:ach of the approximately 170
organizations on campus has an
adviser. Dr. Wahlquist stated. If
the adviser is not sure about a
speaker, the matter may he taken
to the activities office.
The adviser and the dean of activities may then go to the dean
of students and, if there is still
no agreement, they may go to the
president. In the past, he pointed
out, there have been a "great variety of opinions" expressed on the
campus. ranging from the extreme
right to the extreme left and inbetween.
"A student himself should decide where he is going to fit on
Dr.
spectrum,’
the
isoi t ica I
Wahlquist said.
"I hope ninte will fluid themselves way out on the lefl or on
the riJit "

c. "In holding each president and faculty
responaibilities,

the trustees, should espress

approval of the varied niethods which, in vary"It is pleasantly reassuring to be able to

Rusk Stands Firm on Cuba
I’LNTA DEL ESTE, 1-1-;
UNIState Department Seen’.
tary Dean Rusk yesterday told key
South American foreign ministers
the Fidel Castro regime is not the
real representative government ot
Cuba and should be thrown out
of the inter-American system.

Demos Seek Apology
From Sen. Thompson
A demand that state Sen. Jack
Evere,reen I retract
Thompson i
.ind publicly apologize to SJS for
his recent charges of Communist
subversion on Campos was put into a resolution last week by the
Democratic County Cent ra I cornmit tee.

Introducing the resolution I tr. William F. Stanton, kiss-.
11,!
Mir ,11‘ie.
professor of economics and can&
got ion chiefs to urge strong action
dale for assemniyman of tho
against Castro at the conference.
district,
’rhe position of his South AmerThe resolution was
ican counterparts was said to be
that no treaty provisions exist for atm Thompson’s statements in
Sunnyvale talk that Santa Clar
diplomatic isolation of Cuba.
county is a kind of "Commum...
Sources said Rusk argued that
stronghold" and students in".
Castro’s regime was not a legitdormitories could easily be s,
imate government and therefore
towan-1 subversive ideas if "soul,
wits not envisioned in thenties or
body slips them a few dollars."
international law regulating relations between governments.
"We don’t believe this is prop,
on behalf of a stat,
A member of the U.S. delega- behavior
senator." Professor Stanton said_
tion who asked anonymity said

The tough line was taken by
Rusk in a rapid-fire series of private talks with the chancellors cit
hotel rooms and front porches of
Ilemisphere
VIlsbl."%dio%
this beach resort.
diplomats pot off the first ple11:30 44roup II classes
7:30-9:50 a.m.
nary session of their inter- net 10.12:20 p.m.
14:30 Group I ’lasses
In aceordance with new college lean conference 24 hours to seek a :
1:30 Group I classes
1-3:20 p.m.
the conference’s success in isolatpolicy, names of February and all closed -door solution to the thornyl.
1:30 Group II classes
3:30-5:30 p.m.
ing Citha could determine the fate
future fall semester graduates will Cuban problem.
of President Kennedy’s $20 billion
7 p.m. Wedneselio
7-9:20 p.m.
the
end
of
until
published
not
be
ThurvI1%
!tusk emphasized his stand was! Alliance for Progress program.
h,
the spring semester.
%modal and make-up examinations
position but "I be !
Rusk said bluntly the hem Under the new policy, announced not a lone U.S.
position of 13 sovereign nations I ’sphere
ni tint
he
guaranteed
4"111 I el!VeNot Meet &MN:
N11.13A, MVITh. 91W, !Br, WE, by Ralph Cummings, associate dean
totaling 190 million people who against Communist intervention
of admissions and records, official
the menace of !
loano, hi
publication of fell very strongly
"so that we might he able to pregraduation and
" ’144%ses meet: TTh. T, Th, TVITh. IITTh, 11111’,
Cuban Communism." diplomatic Hail in our collective efforts for
names will take place in June with
sources said.
the economic and social advances
.(499P I 1:30 elasses and all 11:311 classes It ill hale their Mulls at only one graduating ceremony a
leSt regular
year.
Rusk met privately with the sunder the Alliance for Progress."
stealing ot the 11:1W4.

.Th.

herrn., to tradition. are treown-

Subversion in Colleges
’Almost Non -Existent

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

Grads Asked 0
o Fill Out Forms The

Cal Vet

The cost of transporting the population surplus to other planets

$300 BILLION
"If we could reduce the cost of
building to SI million per rocket,
a day’s rocket supply would cost
IMO million. Yearly cost WOUld
about MO billion, which is ap-

proimatelt one-half of .air present gross national product," he
.411 id, 10 demonstrate that such a
pion umuld not only he impractical,
but impossible.

SpaZtanct

Tenure and sabbatical leaves
were among important changes in
personnel regulations adopted by
the trustees of the California state
colleges meeting at California
State Polytechnic college in San
reported that the cornLuis Obispo yesterday.
, will in the future consider
On tenure, after July 1, 1962, the
,ibility of handling parcel
probation period of anyone hired
on campus.
at any of the 15 California state
student-faculty committee colleges, prior to granting tenure,
William
Felse,
of
moused
will be extended to four years from
affairs business manager: the current three years now in
:t Burton, executive dean; effect.
h Rued, alumni secretary;
Exceptions to this new ruling innrnpson, latsiness manager: .
el ude the hiring of a full pmfesvis. AS11 president; Rod
sor who, hired after July 1, upon
ASB treasurer: and Stanrecommendation of the college
of students,
ifenz,
president, may gain tenure at the
beginning of his second consecutive year and will definitely gain
at the beginning of his third
.,nsecutive year.

: ;ary graduates receiving
lin.; credentials who have not !
begun their placement file,!
pick tip the necessary!
rimediately at the place’tie. Adrn234, according to,l
B. Hollis, education
ont supervisor.

bility than maintaining life on MO
of the planets in our MOW system,"
according to Dr. Alfred W. Einarsson, professor of physics. "At least,
the earth has atmosphere," he said.
MARS AND VF.NUS
The physics Professor said that
Mary and Venus come the closest
to being habitable, but that they
offer no solution been 11,4e, even if
we reach them, they have no atmosphere.

would make It prohibitive, Dr. Einarsson said.
"Our present population Is In creaming, ht more than 541,9410 a
dot," he said. "It %se take this as
the rate at %thigh we Still have to
deport h
an beings, and If ne can
seat a hundred iseople on emit
rocket that tte
Ste %%mild
Deed lit build a thousand rockets
per day in order to handle the population surplus.

Gallagher:

era meeting with Joseph Piz- VOL. 49
San Jose assistant postmaster,
student -faculty committee ared to have stamps and money
ers sold at the Spartan bookre and at the Student Affairs
It was derided that it would not
feasible to attempt to get a
post office on campus at
..is because personnel salhave to be met by the
!ed students.

"Deteloping our polar regions
into crop -producing, self-sufficient
regions would be lllll re of a possi-

"It is Republican policy to accuse Denmerats of being a soft
touch for Communists," he said. "It
is a continuous pattern which increases dining election years .. ."
"These people are ’know-noth. . bitter opponents of ediiings’
cat ion," Dr. Stanton explaine
"Somehow these people think the’
can make political capital by at
lacking professors and students.

The Democratic committee’s res’ Nut ion read in j’art that "Senator
Thompson’s charges have damaged
the reputation of Santa Clara county. the California state college
system. the profes.sors and students
. of Califoinia’s stale coll,
Chancellor Buell Gallatin,

Guaranteed
Highest
Prices
Paid
For
Used
Texts
At
Cal
Book Co.
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Snow Bound

NEW MOONLIGHT GIRL, Sally Gorrindo (left), receives
trophy from her predecessor, Barbara Barnwell, at Phi Sigma
Kappa formal last week at Monterey Peninsual Country club.

Ben Jonson’s ’Volpone’
Completes Run Tonight
Ben Jonson’s bitter satire
"Volpone" will complete its San
Jose State run with tonight’s
staging, starting at 8:15.
Set in the Studio Theater,
tickets, at 50 cents, may be
purchased at the door.
Directed by Miss Elizabeth
Loeffler, associate professor of
drama, this is the final production by the Speech and
Drama department of the semester.
Richard Parks is starring as

Volpone with Robert Sherman
as Moses.
Others in the cast include Ed
Buchanan, Voltore; Dennis Fimple, Corbaccio; Reginald Maloney, Corvino; Mace Perona,
Bonario; Sharon King, Celia;
Karen Taylor, Lady Politic
Would-be and Donald Funk,
Andre Neu and Charles Drew
as magistrates.
"Volpone" was first introduced to audiences in 1606 at
the Globe Theater.

ATTENTION!!!
When finals are over enjoy your semester break
and gain new knowledge in the most important
YOU.
subject in your life
JUNE TERRY and her staff of experts in the field
of personal improvement, finishing, and modeling
personal invitation for you to come
extend a
in for a complementary personal analysis. Phone
now for your appointment.

JUNE TERRY STUDIOS
3268 Stevens Creek
San Jose, California
Phone 241-3111

chambers of commerce of
For the past scom
many California cities have been ballyhooing this Golden State in
which we live as the land that has everything: beautiful, sandy
beaches, rich, fertile valleys and high, snow-capped mountains.
But there always was a hitch. Namely, people who had lived in
other sections of the country missed changing seasons.
A family from New York, for example. would be accustomed
to seeing five or six-foot snowdrifts in the winter. The closest
California could come i.exixpt in the mountains, of course) was a
near-freezing mud muddle or, every few years. a good flood.
Happily, that is in the past. As indicated by the massive snowfall in the Bay area Sunday. Californians now can boast of having
a full-fledged winter. All those charming Christmas cards received
here each yearthe ones showing a house nearly buried in the
white stuff, but the family snugly tucked inside praying (and
therefore, staying) together by the fireare now a reality for us.
FIRST HAND EXPERIENCE
Some people around here think snow isn’t so hot. Those people
are narrow minded and selfish. As a boy in New York, I experienced
the joys of a snowy winter first hand. No childhood is complete
without it.
A snow fort is a castle. A sled is a horse. Snowballs are lances.
ADJUST CURRICULUM
California schools will have to adjust their curriculum to the
presence of snow, but that will not be too complex. Mainly, it
will involve teaching first, second and third graders how to cut
snowflakes out of paper. Snowflake designs never are the same,
so kiddies have a wonderful time trying to match nature. Few
better ways have been found for uncovering creative genius.
Another area of our lives that a snowy winter will affect is
driving. For years California driversother than ski buffshave
not had to contend with slippery, icy roads. To some drivers, chains
were what you put car keys on.
Thanks to Sunday’s blizzard, that all is changed. Nothing is
quite so exciting as sliding down a hill (for example, a San Francisco hill) with your brakes on. Just think, the quills of a windy
bob-sled run combined with the comfort of a coffin.
SKIDDING
Many friends of mine already have asked what they should do
in the event of a skid. Being a man who likes to kill "true" words
with one groan, I suggest the God-exists-God doesn’t-exist remedy.
If you believe in God remove hands from steering wheel, place
feet on brake and pray. If you believe in human will and endeavor over all, remove feet from brake, grab steering wheel
tightly, turn into skid and shout, "There is no God."
A final result of snow in Californiain this area, especially
is that the S.F. bay will freeze, making the six bridges that ring
the territory obsolete. People tell me this is ridiculous because of
the nature of salt water, but when I say "freeze," I mean all the
way through: solid.
You see, I neglected to mention that we are entering another
ice age, and the bay is destined to house a glazier.
Brrr!

Death Penalty Upheld
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)
The U. S. Court of Appeals yesterday affirmed the murder
conviction and death penalty of
Elizabeth Duncan for the "murder for hire" slaying of her
daughter-in-law.
The court said that it did not
have jurisdiction to entertain
most of the arguments presented by Mrs. Duncan’s attorneyson Frank, husband of the murder victim.
[SELF SERVICE LAUNDRY
& HAIR DRYER
Hours: I, a.m. to 11 p.m.
NO WAITING
ED’S LAUNDROMAT
497 N. 13th
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AMAZINGLY

Thrust ana Parry
’Misconceptions’
Placed In Minds
Illor:
Some great misconceptions
have been placed in the minds
of some of our students.
The Spartan Daily is owned by
the student body. The paper is
subject to the jurisdiction of Student Council. This is only fair
hecause the council is the representative body of the people
who own the paper.
It may come as a shock to
some people, but the San Jose
Mercury and News staff does not
vote for an editor, neither does
the New York Times staff, the..
.Los Angeles Times staff, ad infinitum.
Miss Carolyn Perkio has been
titled inexperienced and it has
been inferred that she is not
capable enough to hold the job
of editor. Carolyn Perkio has
held nine positions with various
papers ranging from photographer to editor-in-chief of the
El Camino college paper in the
Los Angeles area. She has also
received many awards including
a first place trophy from the
California Intercollegiate Press
assn. for feature writing.

I was sorry to see the two articles appear in the Mercury and
News. These one-sided articles
are a blemish against the Spartan Daily. Jerry Carroll and his
friends should be quite embarrassed. Jerry Carroll falsely accuses Brent Davis of pulling
strings, but he gets together a
group and heads to the Mercury and News for refuge. Jerry is just showing what a poor
sport he is and he is hurting the
reputation of the Spartan Daily
by his actions. It is about time
some students grew up and realized that SJS is not a playground
and it is not going to continue
to be run like one.
Ed Martin
ASB 1040

’Conservative Logic’
Is Not Understood
Editor:
In defending Chancellor Gallagher, Lincoln Browning writes:
"In 1947 the Communists were
still a trusted ally ... We could
not make ourselves believe that
they were our enemies after we
fought with them. As such, even
if we know they controlled a
political party, there would be
no reason for alarm."
Browning’s spirit is magnanimous but his knowledge of recent history is slight. Like so
many others, he therefore fails
to understand the logic behind
much of the illogical behavior of
"conservatives."
For he admits that today we
know communism to be a "tyrannically treacherous and diabolically cruel system." Is it unfair to ask him: Was this any
less obvious during the reign of
Stalinist terror?
In no sense is the Marxist
Ideology new. Any scholar or

statesman had the basic texts
at his disposal 30 and 50 years
ago. Their materialist world,
view, their party-led tyranny,
and their goal of subjugating
all the world to this absolute
tyranny have never been secrets.
They have openly preached
them on every continent for at
least 30 years.
The fact of the matter is that
many Western thinkers had
their eyes wide open to communism’s dangers during WW II
and they were frankly uneasy
over those who trusted the Russian "ally." Churchill is a prime
illustration of one who vociferously opposed selling millions of
Eastern Europeans into slavery.

univei ,ity and San Jose
Stat
College. Four
representative
European COUrktries
were invited. Resolutions
pame,
will give
guidance to the
1.s
spective Ministries of
Etlucati»n
IPtiazna-tAiotnneroicfanA mUtetionr
Organization
icu
States and the Alliance
fol
Progress in providing pOggibi,
from

assistance,
A
way of
ilemonstrat,
their appreciation of the
eft,
of the conference, mathemat,,
organizations and head gm
(,
merit officials hosted bouy.
banquets every night from
s
to past midnight. acconline
Columbian cuhstNunL
li
K rain..r
Dr.
Annoriatttitridesor of

click Slate

The conservative logic runs
something like this: If both the
theory and practice of communism were on open display, the:’.’
must be a reason why some id
our statesmen and scholar-.
could see the obvious and sonii
could not.

EL RANCHO DRIVEtIN
Alma and Aimodtm
SAIL A CROONED SHIP

Admittedly, this has been
difficult question to explore: it
tempts the conservative with
holier-than-thou attitude and it
courts the Liberal with a whitewash of his complicity (such as
Browning produced.) Both attitudes tend not only to inhibit
clear thinking but also to divide
us at a time when unity in frank
debate is desperately needed.

TUNNEL OF LOVE
GAY THEATER
400 South First
EVE AND THE HANDYMAN
and
SINS OF CASANOVA
SARATOGA THEATER
14502 Big Basin W000111690

Fred Gere
Tat-C Campus Chaplain
(First Baptist Church)

THE RED SHOES
Sutiecf:
The Dolly’, Holiday
TOWNE THEATER
1433 The Alameda

’Major Aspects’
Of Bogota Meeting

INVASION QUARTET
-- and --

Editor:
In addition to the more or
"human interest" story regarding my trip to Bogota, I should
like to emphasize the major aspects of the conference.

THE POACHER’S DAUGHTER
TROPICAIRE TWIN-VUE
DRIVE-IN THEATER
1969 Alum Rock Avenue
NORTH SCREEN
SPLENDOR IN THE GRASS
and FROM THE TERRACE
Also PARTY CRASHERS
SOUTH SCREEN
THE TRUTH
and FROM THE TERRACE
Also PARTY CRASHERS
*5 *5

The Inter-American Conference on Mathematics Education
was called for the very important purpose of recommending
action programs for strengthening mathematics education at all
levels in Latin American countries. Special attention was
given to the training of teachers.
Such a development is considered fundamental to the technological growth essential for
bettering economic conditions.

DEPEND UPON
US FOR ALL
YOUR BEAUTY
NEEDS!

Sessions were held for eight
hours a day for one week. There
were 55 participants representing 23 countries. These included
five from the United States-one each from the University of
Chicago, University of Virginia,
Columbia university, Stanford

Complete Drug Store
PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS

STAR PHARMACY
888 E. Santa Clara
Son Jou
Cl’ 3-3575

9ittal CleaPance
* *,e* * * * * -* * * *
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Seeya later, huneybunch!

HIGH PRICES

We’ll meet this afternoon
for crumpets at the Soror

WASH PANTS

house, and thence to San

PAID FOR

Jose Paint for nest sem-

A large selection of
pants in most sites.
Values to $9.95.

ester’s art supplies.

si95
L

USED TEXTS
SPORT SHIRTS
A g ood selection of s195
short -sleeve sport shirts L
in all sixes.
Also a large selection at
20% off.

AT
California Book Co.
131 E. San Fernando

Open

7:15 A.M. to 7:15

During Finals

Jane College

WALLPAPER. ARTISTS SUPPLIES
& PICTURE FRAMES

112 So. 2nd St.
CY 2-1447
or
Valley Fair - Park "C"

CD OSRer’s JL
CAM

TS SHOP

51) South 4th Street
open Monday and 54nriday

Also
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Library ’Hanging Cage’
Supports Compact Life
ratiri
floi;
ataa;
wen,.
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WHO THREW SOAPFLAKES on my car?, wonders Allen hall
resident, Stan Abinanti, junior. The snow which fell in San Jose

:1
saga

Excellent Performances Make ’Pygmalion’
Good Entertainment in Playhouse Debut
IHIiI

rut
UE

IS

ION

TS

IOU

95

and the bay area Sunday took most residents by surprise since
the last time the area had a snowfall was January. 1954.

sNIENTY

,ckney dialect,
.;ni Partalo scored a hit as
.rt Mellott. in the opening
..f,nriange of George Bernard
as classic "Pygmalion," at
. ()sic Playhouse Friday
A natike IA Brazil, Miss Pa relic handled the street scene’s
involving a heavy dialect with
expert soca] expressions.
The third production of the
mon by the San Jose Theater
foundation will continue its sixweek run inn Friday and Saturday nights The playhouse Ls
located at 136 W. San Carlos St.
An opening night crowd nearfilled the stnall auditorium,
which st‘a t, 200.
The production proved lengthy
for its tour acts, due to slow

0,111SIni by a NI11,111 sl age (hit not
hamper the action of the actors,
who moved through their paces
with ease. Scenes notably depicted the Convent Garden in
London, Higgins’ laboratory on
Wimpole st. and Mrs. Higgins’
conservatory.
"Pygmalion" is the original
play on which Lerner and Loewe
based their great Broadway
money-maker "My Fair Lady."
Shaw’s work tells of a young
flower seller. Miss Doolittle.
who attracts a phonetician lone
versed in sounds) to reform her
speaking mannerisms. This expert, Henry Higgins, gamblei
that in six months he could
train the girl to perform as a
duchess at a tea.
As Higgins, Alan McDonald
perfected the role of a proles 11i,111,
voice anti

"WORK OF ART"
One bay .cepeice
Sweaters Si Cashmere Coats
Our Specialty
DISCOUNT WITH ASB CARD

ART CLEANERS
39g EAST SANTA CLARA

Keep those
eyelids up!
Don’t Be Fagged for Finals!
Get your NoDoz now -35t
and avoid the rush. Also, for
you who burn the midnight
oil, we have all kinds of coffee and cigarettes all over
the place. Drop in today and

95

pick up your -finals- equipninnt,

CIGARETTES

monnerisms. His sidekick, Col.
Pickering war pertrayed ty
Russ Tabbert who convincingly
related the attitudes of another
student of phonetics.
Special mention goes to John
Diveny who portrayed 2.1:
Doolittle’s father Alfred.
actor brought added humor to
Shaw’s work through fine characterization.
Under the direction of Gary
Philp. "Pygmalion" is a production well worth viewing. It offers enjoyable. entertainment
through expert comedy as pen-

-.S;Jana -

Monday is
Imp dearth,. t. mu’
Newman chit, s Feb. 5-7 ski trip
to Squaw Valley, according to
Pete Bohley. social %ice president.
Interested students may sign
up on a bulletin board inside
Newman hall, 79 S. Filth at,

o-kound

A full round of activities was scheduled at the Kappa Delta
house last week with the arrival of Mrs. Gordon Clark. province
president . . . Actives and their guests met Mrs. Clark at a spaghetti dinner prepared by the pledge class . . , her four -day stay
was concluded with a -luncheon at the Gamma Iota chapter’s
Mothers’ club and a talk with Dean Janet Douglas.
*
*
*
Spring off leers for Delta Upsilon fraternity have been announced this week with the presidency going to Dave Lea- . . .
other officers are Dave liardnicks, vice president; Beh Rrady,
sergeant -at -arms; Don Becker, recording secretary: thigh Molars.,
corresponding secretary; Steve Strong, pledge master; Mike Bowman, treasurer; Steve Cornwell, house manager and Thu Palmer,
social chairman.
NEWLY ENGAGED
Kappa Delta Barhie Clausen has announced her engagement to
Roger Anderson, sophomore student from North Hollywood attending Valley Junior college. Details for a February wedding are being
planned by the bride-to-be, a junior business education major horn
Altadena.
A June wedding is being planned by Marilyn Barnes, Alpha
Chi Omega senior social science major from Glendora and Alpha
Chi Omega Jim ’,entity, senior physical education 11114/1’ from
Los Altos.
The engagement of Kappa Delta Anne Wilson and Stanford
student, Rick Borch has been announced with the couple planning
September wedding. Anne, a senior history major, and her fi,ncee, a senior chemistry major, are both from Darien, Conn,
THE PIN BIN
Sharon Ahel, Kappa Alpha Theta art major, Laguna Beach, to
Steve Daly, Theta Chi art major, Menlo Park,
Marilyn Barrie*, Delta Gamma senior home economics major,
Saratoga, to Dale Reisinger, Delta Upsilon senior biological science
Stockton.
fialne Manley, Kappa Alpha Theta sophomore elementary
.,higation major, Alhambra, to Dirk White, Theta Chi junior pre1,to. major.
Joan Frebeinger, Delta Gamma sophomore homemaking education major, LA,S Angeles, to Bob Trompetto, Phi Sigma Kappa,
senior business administration major, Los Angeles.
Rayiene Bray, employed by Valley Title company in San Jose.
to Larry Cutler, Delta Upsilon senior business and Industrial management major, Vallejo.
Sully Stockholm, Kappa Alpha Theta freshman music major,
,enhir ,renhrit.
North Hollywood, to Howie Lackey, Pi 1<apivi
ing major, At hertttn

MISS OTT’S
Coiffures

DOWNTOWN
U-SAVE MA It Iv 111
PM’

1.1001M

By MARIE LOPEZ
Society Editor

2.09 etn.
plus tax

lirmrs: R:30 Am. to SlidnIght, Mon. -sat.: sum. 9 A.M.4
l:orner 3r1 arol San Fernando

Monday Deadline Set
On Newman Ski Trip

0.0...E.14/0.40.074E016.E.0.0=PrM.M.IMk

We Feature This Low, Low Price Every Day.
1.99 cm.
Regular
King Size and Filter

tied by the aittlittr. As a side
note, "My Fair Lady" fans will
enjoy identifying the musical
ash It t he orient:4 script

Hoed
11157 Face your finals with
confidence and end your semester on
high note with highfeshion coiffure from Miss Otta. Haircuts, porn,
anent wares, shampoos and sots
isli part of Miss Ott’s personal lei,
Permeneof waves . . . from ST SO

1640 W. SAN CARLOS
...

CY5 8333

1/4/y et Fro* Perkin.
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By D. J.
"Oh Hell, we could’ve. walked
down faster than this hanging
cage will get us down."
"Yea. You want to get out
here or at the next floor and
hoof it the rest of the way?"
"We’ll never get out, though.
There must be 50 various body
odors and perfumes in this morbid menagerie."
Meanwhile, as the "buttonman" feverishly presses the
-close" button, the 5Ist odor
beams in, sheepishly grinning
through flouridan teeth, "Is
there room for one more?"
"Get in already," the first person originally in the elevator
scornfully answers. He has
since been compressed into a
right angle in the left rear corner.
"My gosh, are we still on the
fifth floor? Hey, hit that "close"
button one more time. You
dope, not the "open" button.
As for sure, per usual and
expected, the previous vulgarity
is met with a few reactions front
the distaff.
Penelope Prude offers. "You’d
think these young boys would
act more like gentlemen
amongst us women, No wonder
they go to San Jose State instead of Stanford."
Then Priscilla Friss enjoins,
"Tee hec, tee her., did you hear
what he said? He sounds like
something out of J. La Solingen"
"Ah shut your mouth, you got
halitosis. Get those doors closed,
or I’ll be late for my next class,"
another exclaims.
Alas, alas, daylight can no
longer be seen in front of you.
But .
. ah yes, someone has
pushed the button on the out And yes, once again, open
sesame!
So. as Lorna Language steps
forward, still translating, for
you’ll remember we’re on the
fifth floor, Language Arts, she
is met with a vicious chorus
of. "Full!"
The great steel doors once
again begin sliding shut, as the
clock now reads 25 minutes
after the hour.
Patience is gone.
The doors are closed.
All eyes now turn to the button board, where little white
discs illuminate to show which
floor needs a ride. And then.
the eyes shift to the row of
numbers above the door, which
designates the floor you’re approaching.
Have yott ever watched those
faces?
Well, if not, you have surely
been to the racetrack. You
know what I’m talking about;
the hoards they have for odds,
winners. etc.
Okay, so you haven’t been to
the races, then I know you’ve
been in a bar. Fine, because.
then you’ll remember the pin
hall machines, and the way
they light up while you’re trying to get three across, down
or around.
Finally, after a two paragraph analogy, I can tell you
the faces in those vertical moving cars of the library are the
same expectant, hopeful and
anxious faces you’ll see at the
ponies or bar hopping.
Front the white buttons on
the right to the numbers denoting floor level. all eyes and
heads shift simultaneously. It’s
ainazing.
However. the odds are against
everyone in the library, as the
car now moves on up to the
sixth floor. And then at long
lost the dormant descent down.
As we go, voices:
"I’ll never use this thing
again."

Our menu reflects the
centuries-old
art of Chinese cooking. Treat yourself to
a real taste thrill. Posiliselv the Must MO&
ern re.tatirant in San

#0.6,4
kice Sorel
lake Out Orders
CY 7-9135
CY 2-277R
FOURTH A JACKSON

"Bill said tie took
that money they were passing
around the dorms. Said he needed a ruble for his coin collection."
"My botany prof said he first
got interested In plants mans’
years ago. To keep from becoming frustrated when something
didn’t grow, he said his motto
was, ’If at first you don’t succeed, you can always plant a
weed."
Where Are Yon? It st,erris
we’re
on the grout,. ’

’lb*, wait a ili11111t,. I se been
trYing to get down for ten minutes. You can’t go up already.
QUIT pushing in, to the rear
of the car. I want to get off.
"Don’t clots() those doors. Just
fttlfs moment "

V E I/ONEI!!
On GAS and 011.
ISA

sAHARA OIL CO.
Ger,n,1 anti William

OUTSTANDING VALUES TO FIT YOUR
BOOK BUYING BUDGET
TREASURY OF WORLD LITERATURE
FACE YOUR AUDIENCF
0.1111
CHINESE APT
THE LIVING PAST OF AMERICA N... 5455
. .
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PARA-PSYCHOLOGY
.
Lo.,,
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,
ant
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.
.
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sa 95
PICTORIAL HISTORY OF THE CON.
82 91
FEDERACY
5
PICTORIAL HISTORY OF BOXING
MUSIC OF THE WORLD
.1
soft
Not. $00’
THOSE WONDERFUL OLD AUTOMOt.. 400
SECRET DESTINY OF AMERICA
Only
’
InAln., F.
HUNDREDS MORE TO SELECT FROM
Fiction Trim, liography
CAlldrim’s Seeks Religion - Music - Art e.,
Soo these new looks at Bargain Prices Now at Ian Jose Rook Bop.
COME EASILY FOR A GOOD CHOICE
Soft Sell,
Open ’III
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THE TRUE AND TRAGICAL TALE OF
HAPPY JACK SIGAFOOS
Who would have thought that Happy Jack Sigafoos, the boy
I lie sky never To ined on, would teeter on the edge of a lifer of crime"
t’ertainly there was no sign of it in his boyhood. Hi, Poly tie
wtsa tranquil and uplifting. His mother Witt a nice fat lady
who hummed a lot and gave baskets to the poor. His lather
WI* a respected eitizen who could imitate more than 401 bird
mils and once saved 1111 eltlfTly wiilow from drowning in his
good suit. (That is, Mr. Sigitfirtiet was its his grad suit; the
elderly widow was in sensitising trunks.) Happy Jack’s life
Was nothing short of idyllictill Inc went off to college.
Here Happy Jack quickly became is typical freshman
tweedy. seedy, and needy. He learned the joys of nainding out
his personality, and he ’tamed the (ant. His allow:awe vanished
like dew before the mornitig sitti. There were times, it grim Of
for it
toe to report, when he didn’t even have enamel]
puck of Marlboro Cigarettesand you know how miserable
matehless flavor, it,
that can be! To he deprived of
easy-drassing filter, it- subtly Will led t:ItiillSS, its refreshing
mildness, its ineffable exeellence, its soft pack sir flip-top box
why, it is a lin-nov.(4 to break the heart in twaio!
Marlboro-less and miserable, Happy Jack tried to get more
money front Inane. He wrote lima. impassionisi letters, pointing
out that the medern, large-eapacity girl simply mould not be
courted (in his meager allowanee. But all slatsk got hack from

home acre tiresome homilie, :disait thrift and prudence.
Then one dark day a sinister sopleanswe Caine up to Jack
tend said, "For one dollar I will sell y011 to list el fiendishly clever
lies to tell your father whet, jrai need some extra money."
lk gave Jack the list of fiendishly clever lies. hick read:
I. A bunch nil DIA fell; 50 :10’ getting together to buy a new
house for the Dean of Men.
2. A 1)1111(.114 tin fellows are getting together to buy a heed.
shine for Rover, our late tin’ln md Innnitswy watchdog.
:I. A bunch of tie fellow, are getting together In mu’ Inn. a chair
of Etruscan Art.
4. A bunch of us fellows an. getting together to build our
own particle accelerator.
For a moment poor Jaek was tempted; surely his father could
not hut support till thew latidahle causes. Then Jack’s good
upbringing came to the fore. Ile turned to the sinister sophomore and said, "No, thank you. 1 multi not depeive my aged
parent so. And fl for you, sir, I can only say --tie!"
Upon hearing this the sinister sophomore broke into a huge
grin. He shipped off his black hat and pasty faceand who
do you think it svas? None other titan Mr. Sitnifoos, Happy
Jurk’s father, that.., wino’
netocril lad!" cried Mr. Sigafoos. "You have passtsi your
test brilliantly." With that he Dal, Happy Jack a half million
dollars in small hills and a red convertille containing power
steering and ban’ today tiftfitiett,
e nonu SI.
Crime &ea not pay!

Money and girls haren’t changed floppy Jack. Except for
the minor bulge in his can/mere jacket cauhed by (1) a park
..1 Harlboron arid (ti a box rot liwribrerwi, tir.’n the 1111/711’ old
Ignloos.

BIG BILL

SJS Grapplers Drop
Cal Poly Squad, 26-6
at 157 lbs.. and Dave Annsti,
won by forfeit in the 123-1b.
sion.
Mumby described King’s a
Proctor’s ’t ictories as AN,’
through- performances He
The Spartans included three pins their matches and Lopez’ cont. in theit six winning matches. Jack were "outstanding matches."
Proctor pinned Poly’s G. W. Wingo
In other matches. Cal Poly’s .!
in 4:11 in a 167-1b. match.
Root dectsioned John Lim 5-0
Ron Ruseigno pinned Poly’s Don 130-1b. event and Dave Ednion,tSonke in 4:15 in a 177-1b. affair. decisioned Spartan George Hess. -ante the Seamans’ Bob Lopez did 6-3 in the heavyweight affair.
likewise to Frank Garcia in 3:13 in
The Spat tan varsity won’t see
the 137-1b. event.
action again until Feb. 7 when the
SJS Warren King decisioned club begins a between-semester
highly -touted Spencer Tarnow 7-5 road tour with a dual meet at
in the 147 -lb. match: Cliff Olson Chico state. Matches at Oregon.
.lecisioned Paly’s Halley Hebert 2-1 Oregon state and Stanford folloa
Coach lu th Mumby’s varsity
wrestlers captured six of eight
matches en route to a 26-6 victory
over Cal Poly of San Luis Obispo
Friday night in the mat room of
the men’s gymnasium.

Ragland to Head Pre-Reg Set
New Sports Staff By P.E. Dept.
Heading the stavrts department
Women students eligible
of the Spartan Daily for the spring registration for physical educa;
manses will be able to make
semester will be 21 -year-old jour- rangements for next semester tonalism major Fred Ragland.
morrow. Thursday and Friday front
9 a.m. to 1 p.m. and 2 to 4 p.m
A senior. Ragland served as
Students eligible for pre-ret.’sportswriter and general reporter tration are those who received
on the staff of the Daily this se- terral from physical educati
classes last semestei; physical
mester.
ucation majors and minors and re, Ragland served as sports editor reation majors; and those with limited health ratings.
i of his high school newspaper. the
Others eligible are students deSan Bernardino high school Tyro siring PE106 and students wti,
. Weekly. for two years.
have second-semester sophomore
ratings and above who have na
The fall semester spoils editor
yet completed four separate semeshas been Earl Gustkey, who sue- ters of physical education or have
’ ceeded last spring semester sports not met the a:1*.e swimming t equirement.
chief Tod Phipers.

Waves Will Test SJS
Pepperdine’s surprising Waves. which includes a stunning 63-44
will pose a strong threat to San upset of Santa Clara’s Broncos.
Coach Duck Dowell, in his 14th
Jose’s first -place Spartans when
the two teams clash at the civic season at Peppercline, has lauded
the efforts of Noel Smith in.!
*auditorium on Friday, Feb. 9.
: Five returning lettermen. two Harry Dinnel at the foraaux1 sp,
promising transfers and several Smith was the top scorer for last
toutstanding gagers from last sea- year’s team with 312 points. Dinnel
r son’s frosh team have been mainly led the Wave team in rebotat
f, the Wlves’ success with 185.

SALESMEN!

Learn to be a salesman! ANTHONY SCHOOLS wants to talk
to men and women who are interested in making $10,000 AND
UP A YEAR in sales. These people will receive training from
the top Sales Managers and Directors in the field. You also
receive FREE PLACEMENT WITH MANY OF THE OUTSTANDING COMPANIES!
Sales Directors
Real Estate Sales
Retail Sales
Sales Engineers
Account Salesmen
Oter 1#0.001) meccas/ill groduat,,-

Anthony Schools
1465 Naglee St., 5 J.

Phone 294-1971

_

Intramural
Track Meet
Approaches

a

sports

Dashes, hurdles, relays -- high
jumps, broad jumps, pole vaults
trophies- all will be a part of the
annual SJS Interclass track meet,
Tuesday, January 2
SPARTAN DAILY
4
open to all SJS students, to be
held Friday. Feb. 23, at Spartan
stadium.
Coinpetitiim will be divided
Into novice and varsity divisions.
The former division Is restricted
to those students who have not
earned a letter at any junior college or four-year college In track
or cross country, or who have
not competed as a member of
any junior college or four-year
college truck or cross country
team.
Athletic director Bob Bronzan state. C’alifornia, Idah..
All junior college or four-year
college award winners, or candi- announced yesterday that San Jose Arizona state, Fresn,J
dates for the SJS track and field State’s 1963 football schedule in- UOP in ’63.
team, will compete in the varsity eludes an encounter with Kansas
division.
RIO AUTO INSURANCE
state’s Wildcats at Spartan staGraduate students or students
SAVINGS ANNOUNCED
year.
Sept.
28
of
that
on
intercol-Idium
who have completed their
and married men over 21’
The game will mark the first Women
legiate eligibility may compete in
less $13 dividend, or a net of $78
I65
the track meet in the varsity di- meeting between the two schooLs.
(based on current 17 per cent dt.dend)
men under 25: $252 Iess $43
vision. on a special team.
and the third representative from, Single
aivideno. or a net of $209.
Trophies will be awarded in both
$10/20,000 Bodily Injury Liability:
the Big Eight conference to batdivisions; in the novice division, a
$5,000 Property Damage and $900
trophy will be awarded to the high tle the Spartans in football. The
Medical Payments. Other coverages at
point winner and to the individual Spartans have met the University, comparable savings. Payments can be
made once, twice or four times a year
judged the outstanding competitor of Colorado and Iowa state uniCall or write for full informa’
t:
of the meet. In the varsity division versity.
George M. Campbell, 566 Maple
two trophies will be presented to
Sunnyvale, REgent 9-1741 (day &In announcing the inclusion of
to the individuals achieving the
Kansas state to the ’63 schedule
same honors.
Sign-ups are now being taken Bronzan indicated that the Wil
by track coach Bud Winter in cats could bring a strong team
31i:120. and in the Intramurals San Jose. "Kansas state’s athl,i’
office. M6121. There will be six
For All Your Music
director, H.’ B. Lee. told me
teams in the interclass meet.
Requirements Make
Each team will he captained by they had a real strong freshly. DE ANGELO’S
a varsity track letterman. Coach team this past season. and 0:
the Place to Go
Winters will assign all candidates they expect to have a fine team
PIANOS, STEREO, RECORDS
1963," he said.
to one of the teams.
COMPLETE SHEET MUSK DE,’
Bronzan also learned that th
BAND INSTRUMENTS
Approximately 27 events will be
Wildcats have completely
Open Till 7 P.M.
rfeatured in the meet.
Monday - Thru Saturday
COMING THROUGHSan Jose State’s leading basketball
’ In addition to the regular nov- vamped their system to allow f.
Bankatnericard
scorer drives toward his own basket after grabbing a rebound
ice-varsity track meets, the final a iebuilding program which shi..
First National Charge
from Chico state backboard in earlier game of the season.
event of the day will be the an- be in full flower by 1963. "The
Robertson, currently averaging an even I I points per game,
nual fraternity relays. This eight - athletic budget was increased,
plans a trip to South America after he is graduated in June
man team event is run over 880 they have added to the capacit
of 1963. Robertson also leads San Jose’s free throw shooters
yards, each man running a 110-1 their stadium," he said.
with a 75 per cent rate of accuracy.
yard distance.
In addition to the Kansas sr
1518 E. SANTA CLARA
The first and second place fin- contest, the Spartans will rt-CL 1-2446
ishers in these relays will receive. Stanford, Utah state, Washinta trophy.
Deadline for entries is 4 p.m.
Wednesday, Feb. 21.
*
*
*
Fraternity basketball teams will
It’s not often that you see a 6’ 6"
Both boys have already started , not continue play until the Thursbasketball player boating down the mapping their trip. but Bill oh- day following semester break
Amazon river. but some day you serves. "We may go someplace off PiKA and Theta Chi remain on the
Take your special Date
may see San iese State Bill Rob., our planned trip if it would be , top rung of the Greek ladder with
where the atmosphere
slate-u.
4-0
more
profitable."
ertson doing just that. Bill. a junThe standings:
Their trip will begin by ship
ior foreb.m language major and
is right, the food
W L PP
TEAM
PA
forward on the varsity basketball from San Francisco to Port San
PiKA
4
0
215
Delicious
108
the sera c,
team, hopes to travel soon to South Lorenzo in Ecuador. From there Theta
Chi
4 0
186
120
I hey will take a I ain to Quito Phi Sigs
America.
the finest
4
1
227
181
"I plan to go to South Amer- at the base of the Andes. It will ATO
3
1
189
123
3
r
204
129
lea in order to put my language take them two weeks to travel DU
Sigma
Chi
3
2
177
138
1401 South First St
to use and become more familiar over the Andes to the mouth of
Theta Xi
3
2
232
128
with the customs of the people the Napo river, and from there DSP
3 2
94
160
at
Alma
that I have studied," stated the they will canoe down the river to Sigma Na
I
4
30 285
a.L ...re, SF,,’.
Lambda’ Chi
I
4
19 244
Spartan athlete from Napa. His lquidos.
Sig Eps
I
4
54
179
Next the two plan touseaandauusZ-.
to m
trip aill begin during the sumSAE
0 4
11
183
mei- after his graduation front ’,lit to transport them
Sigma Pi
0 5
30 290
I city near the center of the AmaSan
State college in June,
PF: points for; PA: points geinst.
,n. From this point the explorers
19413. Bill will be accompanird
to
hi Orin Eldridge. a San Jos,
a party and travel to see what the river is really
coI .
,z,ographv major.
er. "We want like." stated Bill.

ansas State
n ’63 Slate

101111111111111111111
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Spartan Basketballer Plans
i onrney to South Amenta
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A SPECIAL PLACE
FOR A SPECIAL DATE

At this point the hots Will
look for jobs as translator,. hot
it they don’t find the jobs they
%%ant, they mull continue down
the Amazon to the city of Para.
From this city they will either
travel to Rio de Janeiro or go
up toward North America.

edax
9inai pre-J.:lupe

CLASS!F
25c a
20# a
TO PLAC
Call at
Poore
Seool
sv:th

--Approved

:35c a Liiie
%TT -DENT FLATL,
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Besides planning for the future.
is very active on the varsity
-ketball team and plans to try, for the baseball team this seaBill played baseball in his
,hman year. but an arm injury
- kept him from trying-,ut
last two years,
SDet"..030a0000’...M0’..C

4th &

DOWNTOWN BOWL
375 W. Santa Clara

./24/2,21"

eeDear’...eaCC.,

Vacation in Hawaii
WE HAVE THE V1DEST SELECTION OF

CoNcENTMFED STUDY AIDS

Spartan Bookstore
night

(

Leave July 9 Total cost only $310
Over by ship American President Lines

I Approve
Boarding h

(Economy Class)

Back by air Pan American Jet Tourist
7 nights in a Luxurious Hotel

3A9p5p3ro

(Continental breakfast, extras, return when you wish)

9774,

Call Today for that Lifetime Vacation
Only 15 berths left 5 men 15 women
(

$50 deposit secures space)

St.-1 Claire Travel SerN ice
C rl
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CHARGING SAINT
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Lost Timing, Conditioning

ICI s; 11%11

Inman Worried About Long Lay -Off
Hy EAKI. (it sTKEY
Basketball coach Stu Inman
hopes his front -running West
Coast Athletic conference ragers will be able to concentrate
100 per cent on the Feb. 9 and
10 games with Pepperdine and
Loyola after the upcoming battle with finals.
Issinali yesterday expressed apprehension over the prospect of
seeing his attack.* dispWing
lost timing and conditioning after taking time out for the finals
grind.
The Wave-Loyola games will
*

CHARGING TOWARD BASKET is San Francisco Saints’ Kenny
Francisco with Washington Tapers.
Sears (12) in game at San
Tapers is falling. Saints won. 94-89. Sears is
Tony Jackson of
Clara great.
a former Santa

Gilbaugh Clarifies Misunderstanding

of dents may not recei \.r. credit for
Dr. John W. Gilbaugh, dean
clarified what was any upper division courses taken.
the college,
This policy is not to deter lower
misunderstanding
a
seemingly
division students from taking upadvisers
heads,
department
among
per division courses. They may
upper continue to do so.
However,
and students concerning
courses so taken will not count
division credits.
In a memo last week the dean toward the 40 units of upper
stated that only courses numbered division credit which by state law,
100 or above carry upper division every student must complete to
credit and that lower division stu- receive a baccalaureate degree.

SAVE
per
3c
&
2c
gal.
92+ Octane Reg. - 100+ Octane Ethyl
Examples of year-around oil prices:
Shell X-I 00, Triton, Veedol,
qt. can 380
Havoline, Valvoline, Richlube
qt. can 500
Castro’
qt. 190
100% Eastern Bulk
$1.29
2 -Gal. Sealed Can, 100% Eastern
package 220
Cigarettes

*

be played In the eivic auditorium.
Student tickets went on sale yesterday in the student affairs
business office in Tower Hall.
San Jose is currently tied for
the conference lead with the
Loyola Lions at 3-0. The Spartans, after the games on Feb.
9 and 10, meet the same two
clubs again in Los Angeles on
Feb. 16 and 17.
"If as: can win three of our
next four games, we’ll be in great
shape," 1111111111 said yesterday.
He further indicated, I
’ever,
Milt he wants to play the games

*

*

*

sine at a time. "Our sole uorry
right now Is Pepperdine on Feb.
9."
Inman also expressed disappointment at having to lose classy center Joe Braun at mid -season via graduation, but expects
sophomore Harry Edwards to do
a good job.
"We’ll definitely lose some
’padding’ when we lose Joe the
has four games left), but Edwards won’t be going into the
job cold," he added.
He went on to explain that 6-8
Edwards has seen action in ev-

*

*

*

*

t’i on.’ John 15Iorr;* addisl to

"Bill

ger

took

high-point

honors,

by

Stanford’s

big

Robertson

(tire

tans’ leading scorer)

ball

control,

vv.irries

month -long

don’t know," be said.
But Inman does see a happier
. . the schedule

Harry out if he gets into foid

side to things

trouble," lie said.
Inman said he would be rid) Mg on Itiilwrtson, Itolt Dahl,
Dennis Bates, Vance Barnes.
Gary Gresham, Craig I arpenter.
Bill Vongr, and Ednards tor the
big effort coining (110111 the
stretch in late I ebruury and
early March.

San Jose plays four of its last
five games at home. Games with
er’si ty

of

University

of

San

Eranciam

the Pacific

and

Santa Clara will 1111 be played
in the civic auditorium.
"The schedule certainly can’t
work against us," he mused.

"ATTENTION"

VOLKSWAGEN OWNERS
Repairing by Onsw.ed Mechanics
Completely Ito:lupe,’ 6nop
Genuine Parts Replai,nent
Guaranteed Work- Plus Real Savings
Parts Arilable- Sunday C Evenings
OPEN 7 A.M. to 7 P.M.-Incl. Saturdays

forwards

but vaulted the Indian frosts

into a

the

The Spartan frosh won’t see ac-

Spartababes maintained a slim
two-point margin well into the
first half, leading 8-7 with seven
minutcs to uo

lion again until Feb. 10, during the
semester break, when Stanford invades the Spartan gym for a return match.

HOFFEE’S GARAGE

CY 3-2961

Owner, Marvin Hoffee
972 Chestnut St., 1 Blk. W. of Coleman Bet. Hedding & Freeway, San Jose

WONDERFUL REASONS TO
SELL YOUR TEXT BOOKS
at

openly

almost

layoff for finals. "It will certainus, but how much. I

will also

garnered only five points apiece. 17-11 halftime lead.
Emphasizing

Inman
the

ly hurt

Spar-

learn the center position to help

l’Ait a series oi tip -ins and jump-

John Langenheim and Jim See- ers

about

rate.

Spartababes Bow to Stanford Frosh
Stanford’s in ivi erf ul I re, in la ti
cagers knocked off San Jose State’s
yearlings 42-24 Saturday night at
Stanford.
Stanford’s towering front line,
which averages 6-7, proved too big
an obstacle for the injury-riddled
Spartababes.
Frank Orlich, 6-6 forward, led
the Stanford attack with 14 points

But

11:01
erY game this selo.,,
been improving at a consistent

p.

ROBERT’S

PURITAN OIL CO.
4th & Williams

-

6th & Keys

-

10th & Taylor

You Can Sell ALL Your Used Text Books
(Whether Used Here or Not).

CLASSIFIEDS
CLASSlHED RATES:
25c a line first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum

2 Girls wanted
others. 720 :..

with
. CY 3.1512.

Need three roomates to share 2 bdrm.
unapp. oparfrnent. CY 5-8885 after 6.

TO PLACE AN AD:
Call at Student Affairs OfficeRoom 16, Tower Hall, or
Sand in Handy Order Blank
with Check or Money Order.
No Phone Orders

Two male students to share duplex$27.5,..!. 435 C. Peed St.

For Sale

Girls: 3 bocIrms. Furn. apt. near SJS,
$120. CY 2-1327.

Young couple. 3,rn. fern. apt., $90.
Built-in kit., tile bath. CY 2-1327.

Approved apartment contract for I girl.
Young
ortments #2 pool. 428 So. 625-Room, kit. & home priv.
lady. 735 So. 8th. CY 4.5189.
11th S.,..... CY 4-9498,
13 Ply. Station Wagon, overdose, good Will share apartment with graduate student. Call CY 2.1297.
CY 4.1675,
Name your own terms-contract-pool. Girl to share house with 3 others. 371
meals, hair d.ver washer, and dryer. Call E. WilFarri, CY 4.9671.
Gnu: C f 5.9547.
Male student with lease on kg. house
--11 Austin -Healy 100-6 hardtop, perfect needs roomelar,,s. Inquire 681 So. 8th.
Curd. q.d tJres; $1695. Les, YO 7-0265.
2 app. bd. & rm. contracts for same
Giradengo derails’. bike, 10 speeds, must rm. CY 3-9573, Keith or Jon after 6 p.m.
sacrJf., men.’. Chicago shoeskates, size
2-bed5. Chi...A Farrar, 242 Moore St., Santa I or 2 male students to share lg.
room apt. with 2 others. 24th Williams.
Cruz.
or
Keith
2-9816,
$23.50 or $31.50. CY
Vespa. Excellent. ’ z1,.cl windshield. Bill.
RE 6.50C2.
Furn, cute apt. One lady. Util. paid.
Brd. Hi.. Contrecf-525 So. 9th. 2 37 So. 5th St.
- kitchen priv., 10 meals a Duplex-married students. Unfurn., stove
er. CY 3-9611.
& refrig. 7 min, from school. CL 8-5286.
St, A
Healy. Excel. cond. New up- Girl’s approved housing. New apts. with
’any extras. CY 3-9806 or 2 baths: I, 2, & 3 roommates needed.
after II p.m. John Wilson.
CY 3.3526.
Appro.ed apt. contracts, spring semMale students, rm. & bd., excellent food.
’ - e,. 357 S. 4th #11. CY 5-2649.
Senior needed to manage. Rm. & bd.Boardmg house centred, reduced price, some working salary. Call CY 24278.
St. Good food with kitchen
Room in girls’ app. brd. hse. 391 So. 5th.
t’le Call May, CY 3.0930.
Call Joan. CY 5.7254.
Approved boarding house contract.
$50 Apartments for MIL Swimming pool, rec.
n+1 Call Florence, CY
7-9733.
room, phone, TV. Reservations now for
Content for app. boll. house. 117 No. spring semestr. Manager, CY 2.3785.
S’ Pool, Anne Laurenson, CY 7- Nicely fume. room for students. 267 So.
9714
124 St, CY 7.9697.
’68 Berkeley -red
sports car cony. $250.
Transperletlea
Al 621 S 6th (6-7 p.m.).
vi2 girls need ride to Tucson. Ariz., or
For sale, 1958
&MCI, excellent condi. cinity. Lv. Jan. 31st or Feb. 1st. Call K.
ticn AX 6 0179.
Daum, CY 4.4622.
11 Ply. Sta. Wag.
Best offer. Call CY 3- Need riders to Portland. Call Skip. Apt,
395) nr
6, bon 426c. Lundy Ave.
19. CY 5.9863. 620 South 9th.
Rentals

You Deal Direct With The Owner.

Studio Apt. $cC for 2. Modern elec.
kitchen. 617 Sc. 9th, CY 8.1588.

Ride wanted beck east (Illinois) semester break. Call CY 3.9418, Rip.

Apts, suitable for
2, 3, or 4 men only.
Personals
Sw;"’n1 Pool. 686 So. 8th St. Mgr..
’Pt #19, CY 3-8064.
Machine design term project. In
Lost:
2-bedr5. fern. OK
for 4. $125. Apt. 6, black folder. Cell Norm Johnson, CY 7.
610 So 7th,
CL 8.3374, CY 2-7489.
0255. Reward.

You Only Have To Crawl to Fourth St.
. . . Across From the Library.
YOU MAKE NEW FRIENDS . . . All I Did
Was Recommend Them to Robert’s.
You Can Even Sell Your (sob) Paperbacks There.
YOU GET FAST, FRIENDLY and EFFICIENT SERVICE.
YOU GET ABSOLUTELY
TOP PRICE FOR YOUR BOOKS.

So Sell Your Text Books NOW at

ROBERT’S BOOK CO.
on 4th St. Across from the Library

..mm1111111111=11
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Students Given Priority
In Death Valley Trip

Tuesday, January 23. 1982

SPARTAN DAILY

Outer Space Not the Answer
For Earth’s Overpopulation
it’ontinued from Page I)
million babies born this year will
be undernourished.
"Even if we knew how to tap the
resources of the sea." said Dr.
Harry T. Harvey. associate prolessor of biology, "this would be only
a temporary solution because it
would support only double, or at
most triple the present population."
ONLY SOLUTION
Dr. Harvey believes that the only
solution to the problem lies in population control.
"If you agree to controlling population, the only tensible way of
doing it is by controlling the birth
rate." he said.
The biologist said that he prefers using the term "population
control" rather than "birth con- I
trill" because too many people
equate the latter term with con- ,
traceptives. He said that while the
two terms are similar. "population
control" is more all-inclusive. It
encompasses the death rate and
can be more readily understood to
include abstinence, the "rhythm"
method, sterilization, abortion and
contraceptives, both chemical and

FAIRGROUNDS
FAIRWAYS
Golf Course

50’
FOR GREEN FEES
WITH COPY OF THIS AD
10TH & TULLY ROAD

mechanical.
"Japan is the only Asian country
that stands a chance of reaching
equilibrium 4 between birth and
death ’steel within the next decade." Dr. Harvey said. "This is a
direct result of the Japanese having established government -supported population control centers,
and of their having legalized induced abortion."
India also has made large,
though less spectacular, strides in
controlling its population within
the last decade. It has established
control centers to educate the public and to limit population through
sterilization.
SEVERE APPROACH
Japanese and Indian approaches
to the problem would be unnecessarily severe if applied to the
United States.
It is interesting to note, however,
that a 1959 survey of 21 California
hospitals showed that one "therapeutic" abortion is performed in
these institutions for every 65 live
births. Authorities said that almost all the operations were illegal, since state law permits abortion only where the operation is
necessary to save the mother’s
life.
While not necessarily advocating
diortion, most professors inter:owed for this series believe that
ianges in our present laws are
csirable.
’rhey believe that no such law
hould force particular birth eon"! methods upon individuals, hut
wit any such laws should allow
cople to use birth control meth.
Is which are acceptable 1, them
individuals.

BOOK SALE
BOOKS,

BOOKS,

BOOKS, Thousands of Them.

New &

Used and AN

11/3

OFF

STATE BOOK SHOP
124 E. SANTA CLARA ST.

SAN JOSE

Come in and brouse around

MINGLING WITH POPULACE on his arrival
at Santo Domingo’s National Shrine Independence park, Rafael F. Bonnelly, the Dominican

knowledges cheers by raising his hand. President
Kennedy yesterday announced offering the
Caribbean nation a $25 million emergency loan

Republic’s third president in throe days. cc-

to meet a balance of payments crisis.

!Board of Trustees
Approve Changes

Tappe Award Applications
For 1961 Now Being Taken
Entries for the 1961 Tappe Post st. Two honorable mention
award are now being taken, ac- citations will also be given.
Entries should be mailed to the
cording to an announcement made
Association of Catholic Newsmen,
by the Tappe award committee.
443 Church at. San Francisco 14,
The award consists of the pres- and should include a 3x5 card
entation of $100 by the Association containing the applicant’s name,
of Catholic Newsmen to an under- address, phone number, date of
graduate student enrolled in a Publication entry and name of
Bay Area university or college, student publication in which it
appeared.
who, "by writing a published
Further information may he
article in an official student newsfound by contacting the Associapaper, has been judged to have lion of Catholic Newsmen at UN
made the most significant contri- 3-5112
bution in the field of student journalism toward strengthening the
principles of democracy or in promoting understanding among all
men."
Entries must have been published between Jan. 1, 1961 and Dec.
Library hours will not be ex31. 1961, and should be mailed tended to 10:15 p.m. as reported
in the Jan. 16 issue of the Spartan
prior to 12 midnight Feb. 15.
The award and the Tappe award Daily.
An extension can he carried out
11 t i011
Will
be presented on
providing that money and perMarch 15 at the annual McQuade
sonnel be made available. The
award banquet, Press club, 555 matter is being studied by the
college librarian and staff, according to Edward J. Harrington,
chairman of the college library
committee.
TODAY
The library will be closed for
Pistol team, meeting, 220 N. inventory Feb. 5-9. but will reopen
-rxond at., 2:30 p.m.
ito faculty members, Feb. 12-16.
Christian Science organization, announced Miss Joyce Backus, col meeting, Memorial Chapel, 7:30 lege librarian.

No Extension
For Library

Spartaguide

Irani Page I)
granted sabbatical leaves withinC
any one year.
The office of the chancellor of
the California state colleges has
been working on the new personnel regulations for the last
three months. The development of
the regulations included visits by
members of the chancellor’s staff
to each of the state colleges to
discuss the regulations with faculty member,

Lyle:A s will be giver, priSJ
ority in the 30th annual trip to
Death Valley sponsored by the
West Coast Nature school, Dr.
Wayne Kartchner, head, Physical
Science department, announced recently.
"With the idea of studying nature in the field," Dr. Kartchner
said the program would include
Instruction from six SJS professors. including himself, and the
dean of science of Long Beach
state college.
Describing the program as "Vigomus," he said the students will
spend each day with a different
instructor so that by the end of
the week, "they will have studied
every aspect of science."
No examination or written reports will be required, he continued, although one semester unit
upper division science credit
be given.

PI 1,,:1

I
,(11C(illi1.11
tor
Easter sacation week, April 15-21,
will cost each student $16 for tuition and another $16 for room and

board.
Dr. Kartchner said, however,

each student will hae to provide
his own transportation although
they will be given help in
organ.
izing it.
Registration will be March
8 a.m, in the foyer of the new sc,
ence building outside S127, DI%
Kartchner added.
The following SJS professors
will be on hand for the trip: De.
Harry T. Harvey, associate professor of biology; Dr. Harry G.
Weston jr., associate professor of
zoology: Dr. Arnold G. Applegarth,
professor of zoology; Dr. Arthur
L. Williams, professor of chemistry: Dr..lohn L. Rhoades, assistant
professor of science education, and
Dr. Ii.;t t’t ehner

Wanted!

Help

AGES 18-25

No Selling
This Is a limited offer for young men 18-25 in the customerrelations field. No
experience needed. We train you. Full and part-time employment on a perma
neat basis with a GUARANTEED INCOME for those who qualify. This is a nationa!
firm requiring preview interviewers for the new edition of the Encycloped.
Britannic& Apply Saturdays 10:30 a.m..2:30 p.m. and weekdays 10:30 a.m. tp
1:00 p.m. 510 N. 1st St., Room 225 or call Mr. Ryan or Mr. Fry at CY 4 9764

Student Teachers

-

itn

mters ’furry to gel

For Spring Term

.3311

To Meet Jan. 31

our clinneri

A general meeting of all ser
ondary education credential carat dates expecting to student teach
next semester will be held Jan. 21
from 12 to 1 p.m. in Morris Dailc,
auditorium, according to J. I
Moody, coordinator of etudell.
teaching program. Attendance is
compulsory.

February Grads
To File Envelopes
must file
iry grad u,’
self-addressed envelopes with the
registrar’s office, Adm102, to receive diplomas, announced
Georgene Merrell, graduation
clerk.
Diplomas and credentials will be
mailed approximately three weeks
after graduation, she said.

. .

ARCHIE’S
STEAK
HOUSE
(The Spartan rendezrons

CHICKEN DINNER
81.25
TOP SIRLOIN STEAK DINNER
$1.49
CHEF’S SPECIAL STEAK DINNER
81.10
OPEN

EVERY

DAY

545 SOUTH SECOND STREET

p.m.

KEEP ALERT!

SAFE

Wesley foundation, luncheon and
lecture on "Our Moral Responsibilities in the Face of Political Extremes,"
St.
Paul
Methodist
church, 10th and San Salvador
sts., 12:30 p.m.
Freshman clans, short meeting,
CH150, 3:30 p.m.

THE SAFE WAY to stay alert
without harmful stimulants
Never take chances with
dangerous "pep pills." Inates.d,
take proven safe NoDoz",9..
Keeps you mentally alert with
the same safe refresher found
in coffee.Yet NoDoz is faster,
handier, more reliable. Abso-

lutely not habit-forming. Next
time monotony makes you feel
drowsy while driving, working
or studying, do as millions do
... perk up with safe, effective
NoDoz. Another fine product
of Grove Laboratories.

‘’"&

’tie’

Newman club, signuns for Feb.
5-7 ski trip to Squaw Valley. bulletin board inside Newman hall at
79 S. Fifth St., Monday deadline;
by bus. $25 for members, $30 for
non-members: by private car, $14
for members. $19 for non-members.

Iltre ton
deli\ ers
the flavor

College play, "Volpeine," by Ben
Jon.son, Studio Theater, 8:15 p.m.

DN 11, FILTER DOES IT!

Phi Mu Alpha Sinferda, meeting
of active members, M266, 7 p.m.
TOMORROW
Social affairs committee., meeting, A139. 3:30 p.m.

T

Pistol team, meeting.

IT LOOKS LIE A BOOK
-\,41E11, Buy fr...
Top Price*
For I -(11
Book* at
SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE
"’tight flit

"Tareyton’s Dual

Filter in duas parte: divisa est!"

says Ursus(Bear FooH Sulla, popular Coliseum hear fighter.
"We animal wrestlers fight tooth and Claudius to get to
that first post-fight Tareyton." says Rear Font. "De hoc
smoke, Tareyton’s one filter cigarette that really delivers de
gustibus!"

ACTIVATED CHARCOAL
INNER FILTER
PURE WHITE
OUTER FILTER

DIAL tILTER

Tareylon
_., aleara. a.,

midle we* 0 4-
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